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The False Claims Act

• Allows citizens with evidence of fraud against
government programs to sue, on behalf of the
government

• The whistleblower may be awarded a portion (15-30%) of
the funds recovered
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False Claims Act Generally
•
•
•
•

“Lincolns Law” enacted in 1863
False Claims Act amendments in 1986
Important Tool In Fighting Government Waste, Fraud & Abuse
Over $40 billion recovered in 29 years
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Presentation Overview
I. Recent trends, case filings and recoveries
I. Filing qui tam suits and seeking government
investigation/intervention
I. Procedural Challenges and strategies

I. Calculation and proof of damages
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FCA Overview
• Imposes civil liability on a person or entity that

• Knowingly presents a false claim for payment to the
U.S. government,
• Knowingly makes or uses a false record or statement
material to a false claim, or
• Conspires to commit a violation of the Act.
31 U.S.C. §§ 3729-33
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FCA Overview
• Negligence is not enough

• “Knowing” or “knowingly”
• Actual knowledge
• Deliberate ignorance
• Reckless disregard
• No specific intent to defraud required
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FCA Overview
• Remedies:

• Actual damages (though not required)
• Civil penalties of $5,500 to $11,000 per claim (and
rising)

• All amounts trebled
• Attorneys' fees and costs
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FCA Overview
• Whistleblower or “Qui tam” Actions:

• Private citizen (“relator”) files case on behalf of
government
• Under seal for at least 60 days as DOJ reviews

• May pursue without DOJ involvement
• Protected from retaliation under 31 U.S.C. § 3730(h)
• Entitled to share in proceeds (15%-30%)
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FCA Overview
• Limitations (31 U.S.C. § 3731)
• 6 years from violation, or
• 3 years from when material facts are known or
reasonably should be known by responsible official, but
• In no event more than 10 years from violation
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Number of FCA New Matters,
Including Qui Tam Actions
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Trends: Recoveries
• Government recovered $3.6 Billion in Settlements or
Judgments in 2015
• Trending Downward – Government recovered $5.7 Billion in
2014
• $1.1 Billion came from cases by whistleblowers where
Government Declined
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Cases where the Government Declined as a
Percentage of Total FCA Recoveries
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Trends: Types of Cases:
Source: Gibson Dunn “2015 Year-End False Claims Act Update” (January 6, 2016)
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Trends: Types of Cases
• Healthcare and Life Science Industries
• Since January 2009 - $16.5 Billion; in 2015 ~$2 billion (no
settlement exceeding $1billion)
• HHS OIG reported it commenced 320 civil actions (including FCA
actions); expected recoveries ~ $1.8 billion; focusing on SNF and
Stark
• Medical Device Cases: “Off-Label Marketing”
• “Fraud on the FDA”: Clinical Trials & Studies
• Commercial Good Manufacturing Cases (GSK; Ranbaxy)

• Government Contracting and Defense/Procurement
• $1.1 Billion ($146 highest range)

• Financial Industry
• Housing & Mortgage Fraud Recoveries Fell to $365 Million (from
$3.1 Billion in 2014)
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Noteworthy Cases
• United States ex rel. Kevin Ryan v. NuVasive, Inc. (D. Md.):
Medical device manufacturer paid $13.5million to resolve
kickback allegations and claims for unapproved medical
devices. July 2015
• U.S. ex rel. Colquitt v. Abbott Laboratories et al.: A Texas
federal jury cleared Abbott Laboratories of accusations it
improperly marketed bile duct stents for off-label uses, in a
FCA case that had sought $219 million in damages. April 2016
• United States ex rel. McGuire v. Millennium Laboratories, Inc.,
(D. Mass.): $256 million Billed the Government for medically
unnecessary urine drug and genetic testing. October 2015
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Noteworthy Cases
• United States ex rel. Washington et al. v. Education
Management Corp., et al., Civ. No. 07-461 (WDPA):$95.5
million settlement to resolve claims that the for-profit school
made false certifications related to the ban on compensating
recruiters based on enrollment of students. November 2015
• United States ex rel. Payne, et al. v. Adventist Health
System/Sunbelt, Inc., et al. (W.D.N.C): Adventist paid $115
million to settle allegations that it violated the FCA by
maintaining improper compensation arrangements with
referring physicians and by miscoding claims. September 2015
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Trends: Legislation/Government
Action
• “Yates” Memorandum: promises a more aggressive stance
towards individual "flesh-and-blood" defendants in addition to
corporation
• Bipartisan Budget act of 2015 – Federal Civil Penalties Inflation
Adjustment Act Improvements Act of 2015
• Motor Vehicle Safety Act
• State False Claims Acts
• Wisconsin – Repealed FCA
• Vermont False Claims Act Enacted
• New Jersey – Retroactive Application of FCA
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Procedure for Filing a FCA Complaint

1

2

3

4

• Sealed Case Filed in Court
• Government Investigates, then Intervenes/Declines
• Case is Dismissed, Settled, or Goes to Trial
• If Successful Damages, Seek Whistleblower Share
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Filing the Case
• Confidentiality: Do not make a public issue of the fraud. Only talk to people you can trust
to keep things confidential.
• First-To-File: Don't wait too long to talk to file a case. In general, only the whistleblower
who is the first to file an action can share in the recovery.
• You must file a lawsuit and Submit Mandatory and Voluntary Disclosures: It is not
enough to simply tell the government about the fraud. If you tell the government about
the fraud, but don't file a case under the FCA, you will not be eligible for a
whistleblower's reward.

• Filed Under Seal: The complaint must NOT be served on the defendant and must be filed
under seal, which means it is not available to the public. A case remains "under seal"
while the government investigates the case. This is done to allow the government to
determine the strength of the charges, which serves both to protect the whistleblower
and the company while the case is being investigated. While a case is under seal, the
government may conduct interviews and even issue search warrants, but it will not
divulge the name of the whistleblower or the exact nature of its inquiry.
• Legally Obtain Evidence/Facts : Obtain Evidence in the “Ordinary Course of Business”
being wary of illegal voice recordings and privileged material.
• Potential Whistleblower Criminal Liability: If “Mastermind” or “Architect” of Fraud
• Severance Agreement and Release of Claims
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Tips to Filing a FCA Case
• Due to the volume of whistleblower cases filed with the DOJ, and the limited
number of DOJ lawyers, only those cases compellingly presented are likely to
be joined by the federal government.
• While the DOJ joins only about 25% of whistleblower cases, the cases the DOJ
does participate in are settled or won over 90% of the time. If the DOJ turns
down a whistleblower case, the odds of success drops to 20%.
• Must have counsel who has FCA experience and a relationship with the
Government
• Counsel with experience can shape the case to present it to the DOJ. Counsel should
leverage and expand the case to achieve a maximum impact.
• Counsel should determine where to file depending on Counsel’s relationship with US
Attorney Offices, the law, and the reputation of the US Attorney Office in the District
where filing.
• Counsel Should Be Able/Prepared To Offer US Attorney Offices With Appropriate
Litigation and Financial Support.
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Rule 9(b)
• Circuit split continues....

• Fourth, Sixth, Eighth, and Eleventh Circuit: have historically
required relators to plead specific facts regarding at least
one alleged false claim submitted to the government
• D.C., First, Third, Fifth, Seventh, Ninth, and Tenth Circuit:
Applied “more flexible” standard
• Supreme Court: Rejected request to resolve issue (Bunk);
AT&T petition pending, which can resolve the issue
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Public Disclosure
• 31 U.S.C. § 3730(e)(4): court must dismiss if qui tam
complaint based upon publicly disclosed allegations
• When do 2010 amendments apply?
• Supreme Court: cannot apply amendments to cases filed
before 2010
• Third Circuit and Sixth Circuit: cannot apply amendments to
conduct occurring before 2010
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Public Disclosure
• When is the public disclosure bar triggered?

• Eleventh Circuit: “news media” includes publicly-available
website (Osheroff)
• Fourth Circuit and Sixth Circuit: disclosure only to
government is not “public” and thus not a “public
disclosure” (Wilson (4th Cir.); Whipple (6th Cir.))
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Original Source
• 31 U.S.C. § 3730(e)(4)(A)-(B): “shall dismiss” publicly
disclosed action unless relator is an “original source of the
information”
• Who is an original source?
• Third Circuit: outsider is not “original source” through own
investigation (Morgan)
• Ninth Circuit: original source no longer required to “have a
hand” in the public disclosures (Hartpence)
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Original Source
• 31 U.S.C. § 3730(e)(4)(B): relator must “voluntarily
disclos[e]” information underlying complaint to government
“prior to a public disclosure”
• S.D. Tex: disclosure to government 1 day before filing suit
insufficient (Solvay) (applying old version)
• E.D. Ky.: relator employed by government cannot
“voluntarily” disclose while still employed by government
(Griffith)
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First-to-File
• 31 U.S.C. § 3730(b)(5): Bars relators from bringing “related
action” based on facts in “pending action”
• What is a “pending action”?
• Supreme Court: bars later-filed actions only as long as the
first suit remains pending (KBR)
• First Circuit: applying KBR, holds second relator can amend
pleading after first-filed case is dismissed while on appeal
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First-to-File
• What is a “related action”?

• Cases are “related” if they allege the same “material
elements” or “essential facts”
• D.C. Circuit: cases are not “related” where first case alleged
narrow fraud and second case alleged “nationwide fraud,”
even though the cases were brought by the same relator.
(AT&T)
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Reverse False Claims
• 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(G): assigns liability to anyone who
“knowingly conceals or ... avoids or decreases an obligation to
pay”
• 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7k(d): overpayments from
Medicare/Medicaid become “obligations” if retained for 60
days from the date overpayment was “identified”
• S.D.N.Y.: adopts DOJ’s interpretation; “clock begins ticking
when provider is put on notice of a potential overpayment,”
not when one is “conclusively ascertained” (Kane)
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Statistical Sampling
• Statistical sampling: proving a larger data set is false based
on smaller sample – could apply to liability and damages
• M.D. Fla.: permitted statistical sampling in case against 53
nursing home facilities (Ruckh)
• 4th Cir.: agreed to hear interlocutory appeal on use of
statistical sampling (Agape Senior Cmty.)
• Supreme Court: Holds that statistical evidence is sometime
appropriate to establish damages in the class action setting
(Tyson Foods)
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Excessive Fines
• Bunk v. Gosselin World Wide Moving (Fourth Circuit
2013): Relator did not demonstrate any actual damages
to the government, but the defendant was ordered to
pay a $24 million FCA penalty
• Fourth Circuit rejected traditional excessive fines analysis
that looks at proportionality between penalties and
actual harm. Justified fines based on deterrent value.
• Supreme Court denied review
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Implied Certification
• Factually False Claims: billing for services not provided or
goods that do not meet specified requirements

• Legally False Claims: billing for services that were provided or
goods that met specifications, but some other underlying
contractual, statutory, or regulatory requirement was not
satisfied.
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Implied Certification
• Long considered dubious theory:

• Seventh Circuit: rejected theory and expressly disagreed with
Circuits that have adopted some version of it (Stanford-Brown)
• Fourth Circuit: adopted theory where contractor failed to
comply with material condition of contract (Triple Canopy;
Rostholder)
• First Circuit: applied theory under circumstances where
payment was “explicitly conditioned” on compliance (Escobar)

• Second and Fifth Circuits: requirement must be an express
precondition of payment (Mikes, Steury)
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Implied Certification
• Escobar: Argued before the Supreme Court on 4/19/16
• Questions Presented:
• (1) whether the FCA permits implied certification
liability; and if so,

• (2) whether such claims are limited to requirements
that are expressly made conditions of payment by the
government.
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Scienter
• 31 U.S.C. 3729(a)(1): defendant must act “knowingly,” i.e.,
acting with “deliberate ignorance” or “reckless disregard” of
the truth
• Eighth Circuit: no scienter where regulation is “unclear” and
defendant’s interpretation is “reasonable” (Donegan)
• D.C. Circuit: no scienter where regulation was “ambiguous,”
defendant’s interpretation was “reasonable,” and defendant
never “warned away” from that interpretation (Purcell)
• Supreme Court: Petition for certiorari raises issue of
“collective knowledge” (Rigsby)
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